EDUCATIONAL TRIP TO U.S.A
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Adarsh

Public

School

has

always

been

instrumental

in

giving

international exposure for the multifaceted growth of the students &
enriching them with the cultural diversities of different countries, by
taking them to various cultural & educational exchange programs to US,
Mauritius, Nepal & France. The students have also participated in
various Inter-School International Competitions, thereby enabling
them to become globally sound.
The school added yet another feather in its cap by taking a group of
20 students & 3 teachers for an educational trip to the United States
of America from 7th to 18th October 2013. The highlight of the journey
was the visit to NASA, a division of the Kennedy Space Center where
the students got a firsthand experience about shuttle launch, robotics
& mission training. The icing on the cake was the view of the real
shuttle ATLANTIS and the HUBBLE telescope which are landmark
achievements in the history of mankind. Besides this the students got
an opportunity to have lunch with an astronaut named Mark Lee who
took us to a virtual tour of life in space. It’s rightly said
“Seeing is Believing”.
The group had a hilarious time at Disney World & the Universal
Studios. The breath taking roller coasters gave the 360 degree view of
the world. The 3D Harry Potter ride was out of the world. The smiles
on the faces of the children said it all.
The visit to the capital, Washington D.C. was altogether a different
experience for the enthusiastic learners. Standing face to face with
the most important building in the world, the White House, left the
students spell bound. They also got a chance to see the Capital Hill,
Lincon Memorial, Vietnam Memorial & many more places of strategic
importance thereby learning about the history of the Americans.
There was still more to come. Yes! how could one complete the journey
without visiting the hub of US; the NEW YORK. The hussle bussle of

the city was beyond imagination. The sight of Manhattan, Statue of
Liberty & the Empire State Building & the Times Square were a treat
to the eyes. It truly is a city which never sleeps.
The students finally left for the airport with everlasting beautiful
impressions in their hearts and deep insight into various avenues of
science & technology, culture, history etc. Thus the trip not only gave
them international exposure but also made them sensitive towards the
needs of others.

